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Now you can combine algebraic and graphical approaches with practical business and personal finance to give your third- and fourth-year math students an engaging, meaningful learning experience. South-Western’s Financial Algebra clearly shows your high school students how algebraic thinking patterns and functions are essential for success in today’s finance and business dealings.

KEY FEATURES
• An ideal solution for 3rd/4th year math.
• An applications-based learning approach incorporating Algebra I, Algebra II, Geometry, Precalculus, and Statistics topics.
• Coverage includes a strong review of basic algebra formulas with variables, equations, functions, systems of equations, graphs, statistics, and more. The algebra found in finance related topics translates into powerful real-world problems!
• Students will learn about real-world topics, such as investments, credit, automobile expenses, insurance, income tax, household budgeting, and more.
• Throughout the text problem solving is used as a means as well as a goal of instruction. Each chapter offers students substantial opportunities to learn and apply a variety of problem-solving strategies.
• The Really? Really! chapter opener lures the students into the chapter by discussing a fascinating real-life topic related to the content.
• An Essential Question begins each section and helps focus attention on the big idea of each lesson.
• Meaningful Applications at the end of each lesson require students to apply concepts to a stated question or scenario.
• Real Numbers: You Write the Story asks students to examine a graph and write a story focused around the graph’s information, giving students the opportunity to be creative while at the same time sharpening their graph interpretation skills.
• Reality Check assists in extending the learning experience beyond your class with specific suggestions for research opportunities, projects, and guest speakers.
• The Dollars and Sense activity guides students to the companion site, www.cengage.com/school/math/financialalgebra, where they will find up-to-date information and activities related to the chapter content.

Join Our Community:
www.cengage.com/community/financialalgebra
NEW! The Fourth Edition includes more than 850 examples and 6,000 exercises—NEW! Each chapter now features a list of learning objectives, allowing instructors and students alike to pinpoint the most important ideas, assess learning more effectively, and identify areas for further reinforcement. More than 850 examples and 6,000 exercises—many of them application-oriented—provide opportunities for students to solve problems, practice what they have learned, and apply mathematics to situations they can expect to encounter on the job.

KEY FEATURES

- NEW! The Fourth Edition includes a new chapter on computer number systems, enhancing the text’s strong emphasis on practical, career-related applications of mathematics with material highly relevant to tomorrow’s technical professionals.
- NEW! Each chapter now features a list of learning objectives, allowing instructors and students alike to pinpoint the most important ideas, assess learning more effectively, and identify areas for further reinforcement.
- More than 850 examples and 6,000 exercises—many of them application-oriented—provide opportunities for students to solve problems, practice what they have learned, and apply mathematics to situations they can encounter on the job.
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Technical Mathematics, 4e provides a thorough review of pre-calculus topics ranging from algebra and geometry to trigonometry and analytic geometry, with a strong emphasis on their applications in specific occupations. Students preparing for technical, engineering technology, or scientific careers will benefit from the text’s breadth of coverage and practical focus, as well as integrated calculator and spreadsheet examples that teach them to solve problems the way professionals do on the job. Written in an easy-to-understand manner, this comprehensive text complements core content with numerous application-oriented exercises and examples to help students apply their knowledge of mathematics and technology to situations they may encounter in their future work. The fourth edition of this proven text includes abundant new material, including a new chapter on computer number systems, integrated coverage of spreadsheets, and new and updated examples and exercises throughout the text.

MASTER MATH SERIES

The Master Math Series makes learning basic math skills easy and fun. Step-by-step procedures and solutions, concrete examples, concise definitions of terms, and detailed descriptions of the techniques covered make math approachable and simple for everyone from students who need some extra help to professionals who want to brush up on their math skills.
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TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

It’s Your Choice . . . See How Teaching and Learning Solutions from Cengage Learning Add Value

Cengage Learning creates, delivers, and supports all of the resources you need to take advantage of today’s technology-enhanced supplements and media. Using the latest software, Internet-based tools, and interactive technologies, our teaching and learning tools enable you to find the solution that fits your approach, saves you time, and helps your students succeed. Technology solutions from Cengage Learning help you transcend the limitations of traditional teaching methods... transform how students learn... and spark creativity in your classroom. That’s where value begins.

Instructor Resources

Instructor's Materials at Your Fingertips
Our Instructor Resources are filled with tools to help you create the most comprehensive and interesting classroom experience possible. With our Instructor Resources you will find interactive preformatted course materials, test banks and engines, figure files, sample syllabi, teacher manuals with lesson plans and teaching tips, PowerPoint presentations, online companion, and much more.

ExamView®
The Leading Assessment Solution
Create quizzes, study guides, and tests easily and quickly with ExamView®—a computerized testing tool that allows you to create paper and online tests. This test generator is ideal for building tests, worksheets, and study guides (practice tests) to complement any subject. The latest test-creation and online testing software lets you quickly produce reliable, balanced tests and reduce time spent grading. Check out our ExamView® products throughout the catalog.

Online Resources

www.cengage.com/school
This easy-to-navigate Web site provides you with access to an array of teaching and learning resources. This site will assist you in:

• Finding a text appropriate for your class
• Locating your Cengage Learning sales representative
• Requesting a review copy
• Gaining access to teacher and student resources
• Connecting with peers and sharing best practices
• Getting technical support for electronic products

CourseCare

www.cengage.com/school/coursecare
Connecting You to New Ideas and Teaching Tools!
CourseCare is a revolutionary program designed to provide you with an unparalleled experience with your Cengage Learning digital solution. We provide you with expert training and support to ensure that your course has a smooth start and stays on target to meet classroom outcomes.